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it, so overwhelms her with horror, that Jocasta babbles
inarticulately as she stands, a terrible picture of dis-
traught grief carrying her over the border of sanity
I used to watch Remhardt ' producing" the crowd
He would sit m the stalls, eyes apparently closed, slack,
and let the stage manager work on the grouping of
the chorus and crowds Let well alone But the
moment it ceased to be well, another Remhardt was
seen, hands uplifted, stopping in an instant all traffic
of the crowd He knew no word of English, but yet
managed to convey and secure the effect he wanted
Gilbert Murray, who came to the first dress rehearsal,
expressed both approval and criticism in a letter to me
"January 12
"I expect you have heard the sort of thing I had
to say about Jocasta First of all, I never saw you so
good Indeed I did not know that there was any
actress in England capable of looking and speaking
the part with that heroic strength and dignity But
I do run up against Remhardt here and there You
will consider whether any modification is possible,
without spoiling his effect He is, I think, haunted
by the nervous, frivolous, jumpy Jocasta of old
German critics Hofmannsthal took her that way
My Jocasta is a stronger, calmer woman, schooled
by experience and suffering
"In detail, at first entrance I want more calm and
authority You cannot make others calm except by
being calm yourself You must bring an atmosphere
of calm authority el don't like "the seer " ' Paht
"I should like you to be stronger than (Edipus, as
a mother is stronger than a child, and keeps a brave
face to him But this perhaps goes right against
Remhardt and cannot be considered
"I don't like your way of taking the Corinthian's
line *Then all thy fear has been for nothing ? Perhaps
m general too many movements, detracting from the
value of the big movement

